
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simon Harris 
simonmikaelharris@gmail.com 
+886 958 560 017 
 
Lilla Möllevångsgatan 9A  
254 35 Helsingborg, Sverige 

 
My name is Simon Harris. I was born in Sweden, though my father is from Great Britain, so 
English culture and language has always been a part of our household.  
 
I have always loved language, in any form - written or spoked - and that is why I have 
continued to try to learn new languages all through my life, such as Chinese and Arabic. 
 
I would dare to say that because of my personal interest in languages and my so far gained 
experience translating is a work that suits me very well, and I know I can do I good job.  
 
 

            English proficiency level: C2.  

            View my Official Certificate here: efset.org/cert/mPirvr 

  

            English and translation experience: 
- Teaching English at school in Haikou, China 

- Tutoring many hours of English one-on-one in Taiwan 

- Teaching other subjects in seminars and lectures in Sweden, in English 

- Translation of hundreds of song lyrics from Swedish to English 

- Translation of website from English to Swedish (example: shein.com, Swedish 

coming soon) 

- Translation of many documents and files for ”ZXZY China” from English to Swedish 

- Professional subtitling for ”Jonckers” from English to Swedish. 

- Professional software translation for “The LocLab” from English to Swedish. 
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            Education: 
- 9 full years of first and secondary school 

- Upper Secondary School - Restaurant and Hotel 

- TEFL Online English Teaching 

 

            Other works: 
- Webdesign and text copy for smhmusic.com 

- Webdesign and text copy for simonmharris.com 

- Music and lyrics under the name Simon M Harris (find on Spotify, iTunes etc) 

 

 

If there is anything more you would like to know, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you for your time; I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

 

Regards,  

Simon 


